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About This Game

Run, jump and slash your way through an epic, vast world of challenges and embark on an epic adventure! The retro 2D hack
and slash, platformer adventure game is now also available on PC. Help Mahluk on his adventure to stand against darkness and

bring back the peace and serenity that once was.

A dark civilization that lived long before mankind, and a evil, devil king powerful enough to rule the civilization, mankind and
the world: Kindar. He ruled his world with cruelty for 3000 years. He sent the ones who did not obey him to the underground

kingdom filled with pain, torture and misery. No one could come back, but only a mysterious one managed to escape. Legends
say, he was an assassin or an exiled king. He was overcoming every obstacle in his path and moving towards to Kindar’s castle

with anger and vengeance that can be seen in his red eyes. Evil forces could no longer stop him.
If you enjoy classic hack and slash, platformer, retro adventure games, then you will love this! Forget looking for your old

consoles and cartridges, you will be able to revive the nostalgic childhood memories on your computer.

PLAY WITH THE MOST FEARLESS ADVENTURER. BE THE HERO, AND JOIN THE QUEST TO SAVE THE DARK
PLANET NOW!

Our retro styled addicting game will be one of your favorite adventure games. As we want to keep the vintage style, you can
play the game with your gamepad or controller, and you don´t need an internet connection to play. Designed with love, we

conjure up the spirit of old school adventure games giving an epic twist to the story, so you can feel like you are playing the
most famous sagas on a new realm, with new characters and a new environment in this world.

A GREAT ADVENTURE
• Explore a magical realm full of dungeons, mountains, treasures... and horrendous monsters.
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• Gain experience and level-up and power-up your character.
• Lots of dark areas to explore, and monsters to face off.

ETHEREAL MAGIC AND SHARP SWORDS
• Find powerful weapons, items and discover great spells to defeat your enemies in different ways.

• Venture into gloomy caves and dungeons to discover powerful, hidden treasures.
• Customize the controls to your preference.

FEATURES
• 16 handcrafted levels

• 3 "End of the Act" bosses,
• Over 30 different enemies like zombies, orcs, goblins, flying ones...

• 4 different weapons.
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Title: Mahluk:Dark Demon
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Serkan Bakar
Publisher:
Serkan Bakar
Release Date: 19 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2 or newer

Processor: 2.0 GHz equivalent or faster processor

Memory: 128 MB RAM

Graphics: 256 Mb

Storage: 250 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0 Compatible Sound

English
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Meh, this game was kind of boring. It is like playing an arcade side scrolling shooter but with no challenging bosses.. La Péri is a
beautifully done (and beautiful) experience for the Vive which, allthough brief, is a pleasure to explore. The sense of presence
in the environment is remarkable, and I've found myself returning to it simply for the enoyment of playing through the story
again. It's also a must to introduce non-gamers to the Vive.. Cons:
Plot essentially non-existent.
Diolog is terrible.
Gameplay is all right but nothing to write home about.
Even for Pixel Art, it's not very good.

Pros:
There's a power up called "Farts" that lets your "ball" fart on command.

Conclusion:
10/10, would fart again.. i would of given them 15 but i am glad to support one of my most played games. I bought this game
from the steam store in December 2012.
In August 2014 they made it free and took it out of my steam library.
This has put an end to my steam game collecting hobby.
Someone's thoughtless behaviour has spoiled my fun and I'm not happy.

original review:
Innovative and fun shoot 'em up.. A delightful mashup of beloved arcade classics Robotron, Bosconian, Sinistar and Star Castle,
by way of Geometry Wars. Nicely designed upgrade system adds a fun layer of strategic decision-making and increases
replayability. Not as difficult as some other shmups, but challenging enough to be satisfying. As an indie project with a single
named developer a la old school Activision\/EA, very impressive. If you're a fan of any of the aforementioned influencing
games, you won't want to miss the beautiful Frankenstein that is Bezier.. Two ways this game can get better:
1. Story mode
2. More characters

The music's awesome, art is gorgeous, and I would really appreciate back story on the bosses, as well as the player characters!
(A reaper and a high school girl with a sword? wth)

I really want to know story on all the bosses, especially the last one. She has such a sad song

Edit: for grammar and spelling. Initial review was written after playing the game for hours. i love this game and have been
playing the flash version since i was a kid, but i cant seem to get past how complicated they've made it. its alot of fun, and if
your used to the controls its not a problem, but the controls for the flash version were extremly simple and thats what made the
game that much more enjoyable. the controls now are a bit complex and not easy to learn, especially coming from playing the
flash version.. Well I dunno what the game itself is like, but this DLC certainly offers a whole lotta soundtrack and a whole lotta
variety for a measly dollar.

  Seventeen tracks, spanning all manner of genres and moods, and a wee bit of "I'm sure I've heard this tune somewhere before"
deja vu for those of us well-versed in our 70s and 80s synth-pop music (still trying to place that other one, but I know a variant
on a Pet Shop Boys song when I hear one)!

  Even if you buy this AND the game, just to get the soundtrack, the price is still pretty reasonable. What's three bucks, for
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665's sake? And who knows, maybe you could even try the game itself out some day. Stranger things
have certainly happened, even in my topsy-turvy approximation of a "regular" life. (Man, I'm a freakin' weirdo.)

Verdict: 8\/10.
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Poor platforming, poor conveyance and arbitrary kill mechanics make STANDBY a game you should leave on standby.. This is
one of the worst racing games ever! I can't even figure out the controls! There is an option "control sheme" .... but you cannot
select or click on it!!!!! Seriously?! It's offensive to release something like this and take money for it.
Do NOT BUY! I bet its some kind of bad mobile port and i also bet you can get it on your phone for free.... with lots of ads and
in-app purchases of course.. It's simple really: I'm thankful there are people out there who make games with this much
dedication, earnestness, and attention to detail. It doesn't matter whether you like shmups; buy this if you like gaming.. Very
fun, you play as Igor, the loyal servant of Count Dracula! Together you travel the world solving puzzles and hidden object
games. This game is good for new players or veterans with a difficulty setting, for new players it has a strategy guide which is
helpful. This game has alot of locations and helps you know where to go instead of just guessing like other games. Great voice
acting with fantastic artwork plus bonus content and extra games makes this game a must have. Even after beating the game the
story can go on with more content in the extra games section.

Rating: 10/10 Value: $9.99. I'm having a blast. The movement is fun and the gameplay is fast. Whenever I die I feel like its on
me because there are plenty of opportunities for me to get away as scavenger and whenever I'm hunting its up to me to use my
tools wisely. Sometimes I get kills and sometimes I don't. That's the nature of the game to outplay the other side after all. I can't
wait for more cosmetics and characters to be added to the game. Though so far Fog is everything I'd ever wanted for a character
so I'm not really pressed for too much. Good job devs on relaunching the game.. This is the true price to pay for power.

Faust is better for that though.. Don't even waste your $0.99 on this game.

Looks like a Rhythm game right? Not really.

It's more "hold the correct button" with no real need of timing. Hold the button early, you're all good. Granted most of the game
requires you to just switch from one to the other without much gap in between, but don't worry about actually hitting the "note"
when it gets to the center perfectly. Even if you do, you don't get any extra points. No "Excellents" or "Greats" here.

About those "notes." You can't really call them that, because I'm hard pressed to find any kind of correlation between the notes
on screen, or even their spacing\/timing, and the song for each "level." It's essentially "Press buttons while a random song plays
in the background."

22 minutes is all it took to make sure I had every achievement (5 star every level). Apparently I got so good at the game in that
time that it reported my rank for level 5 as 1st place. Take that 3 other people that opened this game!

Avoid.. Don't buy it. This is a trap

Added new shop items:
Hi everyone! Added new items and two player mode.
Have fun!. Two player challenge mod added!:
Hi! Everyone. Added new achievements and 2 player challenge mod. You can challenge your friends at the same pc.. 
achievements added!:
Hi everyone! I added 9 achievements. Have fun. New weapon added (Whip):
Big sword removed and added faster and powerfull Whip!. Crt Effect added for retro lovers!:
Added crt tv effect for retro lovers!
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